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What is Rise and Shine?

A flexible, story-based primary course that combines language learning with global citizenship to 

inspire learners to become confident in English and responsible citizens.

Seven-level, semi-intensive 
primary course,
2 to 5 sessions per week.

Young learners, age 6 – 12

Students

Institutions

Teachers

Teachers with demanding schedules and 
mixed-ability classes looking for a course to 
support all learners to make progress in their 
English and skills for the future.

Private and state primary schools looking 
for evidence of progress and materials to 
support inclusive classrooms.
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• Teacher's Book

• Flashcards

• Story cards (Starter-L4)

• Posters

• Presentation tool

• Assignable homework activities

• Pupil's Book eBook

• Activity Book eBook

• Class audio

• Video

• Assessment Pack with Test Generator

• Photocopiable Worksheets 

• GSE Teacher mapping booklet

British edition
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• Teacher's Edition

• Picture Cards

• Story cards (Starter-L4)

• Posters

• Presentation tool

• Assignable homework activities

• Student's Book eBook

• Workbook eBook

• Class audio

• Video

• Assessment Pack with Test Generator (L1-6)

• Photocopiable Worksheets

• GSE Teacher mapping booklet

American 
edition



Course Components: Pupils
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• Pupil’s Book with eBook

• Activity Book with eBook

• Busy Book

• Pupil’s Book eBook

• Activity Book eBook

• Digital activities

• Extra practice resources

• 360° online games

British edition



Course Components: Students
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• Student's Book with eBook

• Workbook with eBook

• Busy Book

• Student’s Book eBook

• Workbook eBook

• Digital activities

• Extra practice resources

• 360° online games

American 
edition



Perfect Partners

Kids' Readers 
– correlated 
by unit and 

level coming 
soon



Rise and Shine Correlation Chart

CEFR GSE
English 

Benchmark
TOEFL Primary

International
Certificate

Starter <A1 10-17 - - -

Level 1 <A1 / A1 10-22 - Firstwords

Level 2 <A1 / A1 15-26 Level 1 Firstwords

Level 3 A1 22-30 Level 2 Level 1 Springboard

Level 4
A1 / A2 26-35 Level 3 Level 1.1 Springboard /

Quickmarch

Level 5
A2 31-39 Level 3 / 4 Level 2 Quickmarch /

Breakthrough

Level 6 A2+ 35-42 Level 4 Level 2.1 Breakthrough



• Background

• Key pillars

• What's unique?

What's great about 

Rise and Shine?



• 2+ years of research with teachers and sales teams across the globe, including 

Spain, Argentina, Brazil, Italy, Poland, Japan, Mexico, Ukraine

• Teacher face-to-face interviews

• Class observations

• Teacher surveys

• Teacher reviewers

Background



• Managing mixed abilities and inclusive 

classrooms

• Monitoring progress

• Keeping students motivated, focused and on 

task

Teachers What’s the hardest 

part of your job?



• Sense of progression and accomplishment

• Interesting stories and fun characters

• Content that is relevant to their own lives

Learners What do your 

learners respond 

best to?



Global citizenship and future skills

Key 

pillars 
Supports inclusive classroom

s

Sense of purpose

Clear progress and 

accessible learning outcomes

Engaging and relatable



• Measurable progress that learners can see

• Syllabus built off the GSE YL, which helps pupils to 

understand exactly what they are learning and why.

• I can shine activity encourages learners to think about 

their progress against the key learning outcome

• Practical support for teachers in the Teacher's Book

Clear progress and accessible 
learning outcomes



• A step-by-step approach builds 

confidence in using English through a 

learning cycle of exposure, recognition, 

controlled practice and freer practice. 

• Every activity and lesson builds towards a 

clear objective and a final unit project that 

gives every learner their Time to shine. 

A sense of purpose



• Supporting every learner to achieve and shine through 

carefully planned lessons and character helpers.

• Targeted support for teachers to help all learners 

achieve their learning goals, while recognising that this 

will look different for different pupils.

• Lots of opportunities for formative assessment

• Comprehensive Assessment Pack including test 

generator, a diagnostic test and Adjust and Exceed 

versions of tests

Inclusive classrooms



• Fun activities and beautiful visuals to grab learners’ 

attention and keep them focused

• Rise and Shine Towers - a world learners can relate 

to their own lives with diverse characters and animated 

stories that grows with learners

• Real-world links through dedicated functional 

language lessons, beautiful photographs, global 

citizenship themes and videos.

Engaging and relatable



• Encourages learners to think about global and 

local contexts, with emphasis on cultural 

awareness, empathy with local and global 

issues, and social-emotional skills

development.

• Each unit stage links to a set of future skills with 

a dedicated helper who guides and supports 

learners in activities that develop these skills.

• Extra future skills lessons in Levels 3-6

Global citizenship and 

future skills



• Flexible program for 2-5 lessons/week

• Alphabet Book (coming soon)

• Busy Book (Levels 1-6)

• Extra grammar lessons (Levels 3-6)

• Digital-only package

Plus…



What makes 

it unique? Built off the GSE

3 entry points

360° games

Aligned to SDGs



• Encourage engagement with English outside the classroom

• Content is aligned and covers all key language

• Real-world settings

• Browser-based, can be played on any device

• Available offline using the Play Seppo app

• 3 story games per level

360° online games – powered 

by

*coming soon*

Global Games 

for Levels

1-6



3 entry points

Starter
• Optional
• GSE 10-17
• No reading or 

writing

Level 1 Learn to Read
• GSE 10-22
• Gentle introduction 

to reading and 
writing from Unit 4

Level 1
• GSE 10-22
• Introduction to 

reading and writing 
from the beginning



• Key objectives simplified for young learners

• Detailed information on key and supporting objectives in every lesson in the TB

• Development indicators for each unit objective in the TB to help teachers 
understand what meeting the objective looks like

• Resources for teachers:

• Teacher's Book

• GSE mapping booklets

• GSE Teacher Toolkit

Built on the GSE for Young Learners



• Unit topics, stories, global citizenship 
lessons and Time to Shine projects 
have all been developed in reference 
to the Sustainable Development 
Goals

• Allow learners to learn about the wider 
world as well as think about specific 
goals in their local context

Sustainable Development Goals



Appendix

• Level differentiation

• Unit walkthrough

• What is the Busy Book?



Level 

differentiation



•Rise and Shine School

•Story Animations

•Focus on listening and speaking

•Cutouts and stickers in AB

•Songs and chants

•Picture Dictionary

Starter

Level differentiation



•Rise and Shine Towers and 

Explorers Club

•Story Animations

•Our World videos

•Focus on listening and speaking 

•Support for reading and writing

•Cutouts and stickers in PB

•Songs and chants

•Picture Dictionary

•Seasons and celebrations 

lessons

Levels 1-2

Level differentiation



Levels 3-4

•Rise and Shine Library and 

Museum

•Story Animations

•Our World videos

•Focus on integrated skills

•Songs and chants

•Word connections list

•Celebrations lessons

•Future skills lessons

•Grammar reviews

Level differentiation



Levels 5-6

Level differentiation

•Rise and Shine City Hall 

and Summer Camp

•Photographic characters

•Our World videos

•Focus on integrated skills

•Songs and chants

•Celebrations lessons

•Future skills lessons

•Grammar reviews



Unit Walkthrough



spark curiosity

Diagnostic activity to 

activate prior 

knowledge

Vocabulary presented 

in the big picture 

Our World video 

adds context

Progress path sets out the 

learner journey

Clear and concise 

learning objective

Grammar

presented 

through a song

I can shine activity 

supports formative 

assessment against 

key objective

Unit title sets out 

topic and project end 

goal

Wonder helper:

enquiry, critical and 

reflective thinking

Self-assessment 

sticker



encourage cognitive engagement

Pre-reading activity 

reviews vocabulary

Story develops 

reading skills and 

strategies

I can shine checks 

understanding and 

further develops 

reading skillsStory animation 

Imagine helper: 

imagination, critical and 

reflective thinking

Act out activity 

encourages 

collaboration



communication skills and 

confidence
Vocabulary presented 

through story 

extension

Grammar presented 

in a chant

Build helper: 

communication, self-

management

Problem-solving task 

to practice new 

language

Supported speaking 

practice to build 

confidence

Phonics support

I can shine: 

communication cards 

for freer speaking 

practice



open learners’ eyes to the world

Real-world listening 

activity

Vocabulary presented 

with photographs

Comprehension 

through critical 

thinking

Grow helper: critical and 

reflective thinking, social 

responsibility

Everyday English 

functional language 

practice

Real-world reading 

activity

I can shine: 

production of the 

functional language

Global citizenship 

theme

Revisit Our World 

video



foster a sense of pride 

Step 1: Review all 

key language from the 

unit

Speaking practice to 

support project work

Differentiated steps 

allow all learners to 

showcase 

achievements

Step 2: think and 

create project work 

with steps to support 

all learners

Time to shine: 

learners share their 

projects

Collaborative 

project tied to unit 

title



Busy Book



What is the Busy Book?

• "flexi" component that can be used in class or at home, as a group 

or individually

• Activities are designed to be fun, open-ended and creative 

so students can start to put English into practice 

more independently

• Focus on further practice and personalization of key language

• NOT a replacement for the Workbook/Activity Book – the 

Workbook provides the core, controlled practice activities students 

need to master the language.

• an optional extra for schools with more hours, those needing extra 

work for fast finishers, or those looking for out of class resources 

beyond the digital activities



•Playful, fun practice activities that students are

motivated to do independently

•Activities that support reading and writing appropriate

for the level

•Varied and open task types that are inclusive - each

child can ‘have a go’

•Opportunities for stretch that take students beyond the

core course - quests, puzzles, things to discover

•Lots of opportunities for students to apply language to

their own worlds

•Activities that specifically develop key future skills

What teachers see:



•Fun language activities that replicate puzzle books or

magazines they have at home and don’t feel like "work"

•Activities that they can complete without necessarily

fully understanding the written rubric.

•Activities that support and build confidence

•Lots of opportunities to apply key language to their own

worlds

•Puzzles and games to motivate spending extra time on

English

What learners and parents see:



Busy Book 2



Busy Book 3



Busy Book 5




